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In his essay, "A ide Rossi: The Idea of Archi tecture and the Modena Cemetery," 

Rafael Moneo wrote that. to secure the authority and foundat ions of architecture 

in the postwar ci t y, Rossi had adopted an "evasive" and self· imposed amnesia to 

technology. As Moneo wrote, Ross i's arch itecture was "deliberately forgetting the 

framework of the real, even at levels as evident and comprom ised as t he techno

logical one." In contrast, aspirations for arch itecture today are increas ingly based 

on high ly engineered forms of design; more often t han not. t hey are situated with

in economic and polit ical imperatives that are otherwise understood as fort unate 

links to high-end production and research techniques. At its most advanced, th is 

intricate work is deeply organized, and its relation to production follows systemic 

coord ination and cont rol factors. Yet. architectural goal s that run counter to these 

factors persist. Counterintu itive to the efficiency of new technologies (and to 

the abatement of risk). we often see design strategies destined to aggravate the 

stability and resolve of these new controls. As technologies allow for new levels 

of risk amelioration, we also see new levels of ambition and a renewed fusion of 

design w ith technological potent ial. One is not possible without the other. This is 

not design a ided by technology; it is design made possible by it. By that I mean, it 

is the redefinition of technological intervent ion: a fusion of design and technology 

as completely integral. 

The Glass Pavilion at the Toledo Museum of Art e)(emplifles the role that 

const raints play when architects engage engineers in the coordination of spatial 

possibilities w ith thermal or st ructural potentials. The SANAA bui lding is also an 

e)(ample of a kind of architectural transcript ion, where otherwise well-understood 

building forms or e)(periences are rewr itten in the conte)(t of engineered systems 

of cont rol and management. SANAA routinely states that their work should not be 

seen as an e)( tension of that of Mies van der Rohe. Given the differences in how 

each manages energy, solar gai n, and structure-as well as the fundamental con

tributions of the engineering team of Guy Nordenson, Matthias Schuler, and Mark 

Malekshahi-it is clear that the Glass Pavilion is not a Miesian project. In fact. new 

technolog ies are rewriting architecture in ways that sever it from the lingu istic 

and semiotic familiar it ies of t he past. and in ways that increasingly allow work on 

architecture to occur in e)(actly those areas of amnesia, the cordoned·off quarters 

of a previous generation's wor k. 

Glass is unique in the place it takes in the spectrum of bui lding materials. in 

part because its use has often been conflaled with aesthetic and technical issues. 

From its or ig ins, il s f ragility, coupled with its clari t y, has always demanded our 

attention. It has always been impossible to take glass for granted. When we look 

t hrough it. it begs us to discount its presence. Yet , it is suffused with qualities that 
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compel us to notice it and to manage its frag ili t y. Glass is never perfectly trans

parent: rather, Its complex surface characteristics are reflective. A less obvious 

aspect of it forms the foundation for the work assembled here. Glass has an overt 

and demonstrative relationship spanning multiple observers and histories. That 

is, it has a precise array of histor ical, as well as actual, subjects. The history of 

the glass building traces a precise trajectory. Any student of architecture has will· 

ingly (or unwillingly) occupied this history, usually without having seen the works 

firsthand. More often, they are recorded in textual analyses or photography. At the 

level of day-Ie-day use. however, these viewers become their own form of users. 

Their role, as visual subjects, accounts for a kind of occupation, where the more 

essential or professional terms, such as owner or resident, are replaced with that 

of temporal or visual occupant. These occupations and their subjects constitute 

experiences at one end of the spectrum. At the other end, the material scientists, 

engineers, and designers bring the matenalto Its final implementation. The work 

Included here ranges from the visual aspects of glass and the historically premised 

experience of the end user (in all of its forms) 10 a far wider examination of mate· 

rial performance and viewing subjects. The optical/visual project is one of discrete 

examination and calculation. It creates a fine gradient of effects and situates glass 

in a host of new systems of adjacencies and armatures. This book offers subtle • 
visua lizations of the properties of glass as a material, and it shows what these 

properties allow architecturally, thereby raising expectations for climate engineer. 

ing, building design. new forms of structure and sealants. and , ultimately, for a 

new considerat ion of the politica l implicat ions of architectural design. But what is 

most important are t he ways in which glass is rewriting its surroundings: in literal 

ways, by changing its own framing or suspension systems; and in not so literal 

ways, by revising the cultural or SOCial expenences that define space. Glass has 

become less about abetting observation; it is something to be observed in itself. 

Which aspects of glass do we most often refer to when speaking about glass today, 

and what new and unforeseen aspects do we casually refer to when we speak of 

glass in contemporary architecture and englneenng? And how have these aspects 

already changed the meaning of the material? 

Staging Its Own Disappearance 

Glass is increaSingly considered a renewed, radical material but there isan equally 

slrong counterargument thai the ubiqUity of glass architecture also carries a lack 

of shock value in its implementation. The commodity of the spectacle-in what 

appears to be quasi·innovative, market· driven archi tecture-is apparent in the 

nush of new glass curtain·wall apartment buildings in Manhattan and worldwide. 
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As much as these issues are present and worthy of inquiry, there is a sense that 

glass, even in its most advanced applications. no longer prov ides an extraordinary 

starting point for understanding met ropoli tan life. Not to diminish t he achieve

ments feat ured in the context of t his book, but even in its most advanced instal

lat ions, g lass is setting the stage for its own disappearance. In an ideal ized realm 

without reflection or surface complexity, g lass has always strived to disappear. 

But now. as a component embedded in an ensemble of correlated procedures, 

glass has a newly enhanced scope and an ability to manage performance and 

moderate r isk in ways t hai no building system ever has. This process is far better 

at anticipating risk and modeling a reaction t hat out performs any prior abili ties, 

and it places glass in t he unique position of having benefited in countless ways 

from current advances in computat ion and mater ials technology. It means that 

glass is not a study in isolation but an integra l component within a wide array of 

literal and extended computationa l systems. Glass is sti ll glass, but only if you 

examine it in isolation. Beyond that, its ident ity has been deeply reeng ineered; its 

histor ica l evolut ion, and t hat of its subjects, has changed dramatically. 

Material aspects of glass have also withstood sc rut iny. If its br itt leness and 

low duct ili ty urged attempts to isolate it from its supporting frames, its lack of 

sel f· sustenance has afforded it more attention w ith respect to preservation t han 

any other building material. What ot her mater ial has undergone such relent less 

ana lyses of its own fram ing systems? The isolation of glass from force, coupled 

with a long history of adhes ives and gasket systems. has led to perimeters becom· 

ing so sophist icated that t he glass itself is less visible. We not ice it less because 

we do not fear its f ragi lity. In this regard, glass is less full of tension, as we ll as free 

from outside forces. This being the case, does the role of glass in "desecrating pri. 

vacy," to quote Massimo Cacc iari, st ill apply? Is there a role for g lass that, either as 

fact or metaphor, st ill approaches its early role as part icipant in upheaval and inst i· 

gator of radical change? Do we notice it less because we have so fully engineered 

its transparency? Or are we so unaware of its techn ical performance that we have 

over looked its new cultura l and pol it ical role? The qualities and pol itical aspects of 

the work assembled here are being discovered, rather than planned. 1\ is important 

to see this per iod of experimentation as t ied to the idea of glass as nat, as opposed 

to visually deep or literally transparent and to consider the larger subset of controls. 

networks, and material systems that result in glass becoming a membrane or sur· 

face, as wel l as a tool for producing new forms of social and cu ltural visualization. 

From lamination and tempering to the use of filters. films, and 10w·E coatings

not to ment ion installation by means of structural silicone and its corollary double· 

glass panel-an insulated glazing un it (IGU) is bot h literally nailer and physically 
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flattened into its sustaining systems. That is, g!ass and the IGU have become equal 

10. rather than suspended within, Its peripheral systems. It is engineered at chemi

cal and optical levels. and observed in hundreds of ways, before anyone ever looks 

through it or sets it Into a system. In early curtain-wail design and normative Win

dows, glass was held in place byan applied exterior force. With the useof structura l 

silicone, it is now pulled Into place. The "bite" of silicone adhesion originates from 

inside the building and from an interior·framing surface. Recent work on adhesives, 

featured in this book, gives new depth to the quest for flatness. 

Glass may have found a new role In architecture and engineering, in part 

because of how much we have observed II. Methods of observation, once under· 

stood at the scale of window or room, are now increasingly applied at the micro· 

scopic scale to the material Itself. We have also examined its frames, adhesives, 

installations, and how it IS shipped. In the end, a glass curtain wall may carry a mOfe 

significant warranty than a concrete ooe, and, as such, its financial relevance is 

newly situated in practice. development. and urbanism. We conlinue to install glass 

walls as a way to see and to distance ourselves from that which we observe-to 

manage Visual depth. But as a visual and financial mechanism, what does the future 

of glass offer? Is glass fOfecasted to be a more fully engmeered product? As a brittle 

material, no longer overtly Isolated from disturbance? As the management. rather 
• 

than erasure. of risk? 

Our professions are more closely interconnected than ever before. New 

means of measurement. calibration, and modeling are now essential to our work. 

Optimization, performance· based work, and parameters are newly common in 

architectural discourse. In many ways, the Question "what does a building mean?" 

has been replaced by "what can a building do?" In the course of this body of work. 

one sees a persistence in the Question of "what does it mean" or perhaps, more 

accurately, Uwhat will It mean?" We are all dOing more to calculate the future for 

our projects and to situate our work ahead of Its own moment. From geographic 

Informatioo systems (GIS) and ray·tracing to the Simple use of census data for 

analyzing demographics. the coordination of tool paths, and the programming of 

Simulations for modeling thermal behaviors, our deSigns are increasingly data· 

dependent. Our new comfor! with data is very real, but there IS also a demand 

to integrate systems and correlate behaviors. We are decades beyond any idea 

that the architect and engineer are segregate species, that one simply fulfills the 

lack of the other. This book seeks to reveal the timbre of thiS new relationship. The 

abundance of calculation and control is certainly producing value, including added 

equity to owners, but one might ask, what is being preserved? Can we replace it 

with a new material that carries the properties of glass. bullS not glass? 
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The avant-garde of the early twentieth century imagined a preemptive response to 

a City that had yet to fully emerge: a set of city-building machines not yet fully capa

ble. Today, we form a refle)(ive. after· the-fact. and Increasingly real-time response. 

Our site IS global. It IS r ife with distance and Inequity, and II is simultaneously and 

profoundly imbricated with near instantaneous forms of financial and personal 

communication, Engineered Transparency, in this regard, constitutes a new form 

of practice: it is a response to a city of calculation, filled with speCificity. Despite 

outward appearances of randomness and misfortune, it is a city and world full of 

purpose that isas likely to manifest distance as proximity. Does glass architecture 

form Itself as Just one of many materials organized and demonstrated as bUSiness 

plans, as visual adjacencies for actual human eyes and financial adjacencies for 

real estate? If that is the case, what we are seeing in evolved forms of construction 

is not chaot ic, nor is it completely organized. The material assemblies are certainly 

not self-aware, even as they are formed by an array of calculated and instrumental 

practices of very narrow focus. 

Included in Engineered Transparency are observations on a range of new 

forms of urban hfe. The occupant. whose modes of observation may be focused or 

distracted, imprecise or tramed, may not be aware of the extent to which engineer

ing has supplied the moment they occupy. Glass is tied to the window, lied to the 

eye, and ultimately tied to observation. 

Engineered Transparency Is an impet us to discuss the state of the art in 

glass architecture and engineering. We believe that we are experiencing a water· 

shed moment in technologies that are part of both glass and induslry ilself. as well 

as in the ways that products are being deployed and managed within this myriad 

of new strams. White this is a segregate aspect of what we see In glass technolo

gies and production, it is also an aspect of the wider urban world. It is a world 

In which observation increasingly forms the generative engine for producing the 

spaces we occupy, wi th all of Its dist ractions and forms of amnesia. It is an engj· 

neered transparency that runs well beyond glass, forming a new horizon against 

which social life emerges. 

-MIChael Bell 
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